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CURRENT SITUATION IN USA

12-15 years are eligible for Pzifer

vaccine since May 13, 2021 in USA

New York City June 7

• New cases 226

• Fully vaccinated 45 %



CURRENT SITUATION IN USA

 CDC vaccination card is the proof of the vaccination.

 USA does not have a countrywide digital registry. States can
have their own if they so wish. Also airlines have introduced
their own apps.

 No restrictions for vaccinated travelers in domestic travel

(no quarantines or tests required).

 On domestic flights test certificates or vaccination cards are

not checked.

 Masks required on all flights and other public

transportation.

 When returing from an international destination, negative

test is required 3 days prior to flight. Test results are

checked by the airline. 

 Different states may have different procedures on arrival but

for example New York state requires to fill in a health form

with contact information. This is either collected by the airline

or upon arrical to NYC and information is inserted to the

tracing system. 

 Vaccinated travelers returning from international travel

are not required to test or quarantine after arrival, although

test is recommended.

 In New York City tests are free of charge and easily available

around the city.

 Tourists can now receive vaccinations in many states, also in 

New York City. 6/8/2021 5
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Update on American Travel Trends & Sentiment

 Historic lows reached in COVID-19’s impact on travel sentiment: only 43.3 % of 
the Americans are now  concerned about contracting the coronavirus. 

 Worries about the pandemic’s impact on personal finances as well as the national 
economy is decreasing. 

 The majority of American travelers remain ready-to-travel and marketable: Over 
70% of American travelers say they are excited and open to new trips in the 
near-term, as well as highly desiring of travel inspiration. 

 Search engines, email campaigns and social media remain the top channels 
that Americans say they would be most receptive to travel messaging in.

 Americans continue to make trip plans: Over 72% report doing some travel 
planning or dreaming in May. 

 The months of July (32.6%) and August (31.6%) continue to see growth in the 
proportion of Americans expecting to take leisure trips during then. 

 September and October also look strong for travel, with a quarter of 
Americans reporting they plan to get away in each of those months.

May 14 & 29, 2021/in Coronavirus /by Destination Analysts

https://www.destinationanalysts.com/category/coronavirus/
https://www.destinationanalysts.com/author/destination-analysts-inc/
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SALES CHANNELS 



End
customer
• FIT
• GIT
• Group

TRAVEL INDUSTRY DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS / 
VALUE CHAINS IN THE USA

Transportation
companies

(airline, ferry
company)

Activity 
providers

Accomodation
providers

Consolidators / 
Whole sellers

Online travel
agencies

Travel agencies
with

own production

Online sales and 
marketing platforms

Online hotel booking
platforms

Tour 
operators

Nordic 
incoming
agencies

Tourism service suppliers
in the destination

Independent
travel advisors

Travel agencies

Destination
management 
companies
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Other
service

providers

• Before the pandemic, 50 % 
of the bookings thru 
traditional sales channels

• Sales channel strategy!

• Educate incoming agencies!
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USTOA ACTIVE MEMBER RESEARCH 
May 4, 2021 

USTOA ACTIVE MEMBER SENTIMENTS

• 49% of USTOA Active Members are “cautiously optimistic” 

for a complete resumption of business by the end of 2021

• 24% are “optimistic.”

• Roughly 7% are “enthusiastic” for a full resumption of 

business by year’s end

• 11% are “not optimistic”

• 9% are feeling “negative.” 

CURRENT OPERATIONS 

A little more than half (56%) of respondents are 
currently operating tours or packaged travel itineraries. 

Of those currently operating, 65% of operated 

itineraries were international and 35% were 
domestic. 

- Two thirds (64%) of currently operating Active 
Members reported that customers shared only 
positive feedback regarding the wellness protocols 
and reported no negative impact on the overall 
travel experience. 

- The remaining third (36%) said only a small 
number of customers reported that the wellness 
protocols put in place hindered the experience in 
some way. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE RESPONDENTS 

• 37 corporate members responded representing 111 brands for a response rate of 78% 
• Active Members responding resemble the following break-down of travel services: 

Escorted/guided tours 71% 
FIT packages 58% 
Custom packages 56% 
Student travel 18% 
Cruises 38% 



USTOA ACTIVE MEMBER RESEARCH 
May 4, 2021 

PASSENGER BOOKING PATTERNS 

• An overwhelming 96% of Active Members have seen an increase in new bookings in the last 60 days. 

• The remaining 4% said bookings remained flat with no change in either direction. 

As a follow-up, USTOA asked when are the most passengers booked to travel, based solely on new bookings made in 
the last 60 days. Active Members reported the following: 

• 44 % of responding Active Members report that Q3 and Q4 of 2021 have the most passengers booked to travel. 

• Around third (36%) said that most new passengers are booked between Q1 and Q2 of 2022. 

• Another 11% named Q3/Q4 2022 as having the most passengers booked to travel. 

• The remaining 9% said Q2 2021 has the most passenger bookings. 
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MOST FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS BY END CUSTOMERS

1. Cancellation/refund policy 

2. Health protocols

3. Changes/limitations of itinerary

4. Health/COVID insurance policies

5. Size of group

6. Will the trip still be fun

USTOA ACTIVE MEMBER RESEARCH 
May 4, 2021 
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Top three international destinations that US travelers are 
booking for 2021 departures: 

1. Italy 

2. Ireland and United Kingdom (tied second) 

3. Costa Rica, Egypt, Iceland, and Mexico (tied third) 

Top three international destinations that travelers are 
booking for 2022 departures: 

1. Italy 

2. Germany 

3. France, Greece, and Ireland (tied third) 

Note: the above rankings are based on new reservations made in 2021 only. 

USTOA ACTIVE MEMBER RESEARCH 
May 4, 2021 



GREETINGS FROM THE NORTH AMERICAN TOUR OPERATORS 
AND TRAVEL ADVISORS

 Tour operators are seeing that clients are booking more expensive and also more extensive tours right now – people have money and there is a 
lot of pent up demand!

 Travelers are going where borders are open!

 The biggest client group are 50+ who were vaccinated early

 Both mono destination and multi-destination tours are being booked for 2021 and 2022

 Tour operators are emphasizing the importance of flexible booking terms

 North American tour operators and travel advisors  ask:

• Are you able to share expected timelines for tourism opening in Finland? 

• What is the best resource for Americans and Canadians to gather information before traveling?

• What will be the experience of travelers when it comes to hotel/accommodations, dining, shopping, attractions, museums, etc.?

• Are there restrictions and policies travelers need to be aware of when experiencing tourist spots? 

• What are the most important traveler tips we should be sharing to customers? 

• Is PCR and/or antigen Covid testing readily available for US and Canadian travelers to fulfill the re-entry requirement to the USA/Canada? 
Are you able to provide information on the costs and locations or if you are able to forward where we can source this information?
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OPPORTUNITIES & DEVELOPMENT
High end travelers are the main target group

• FIT, small groups

• Groups (20 – 50 pax) will continue

• Affluent

• 55+

• Couples

• Multigeneration families

Tours and packages

• Combination of sightseeing, cultural activities and/ or soft nature adventures in a 

compact package

• Nature experiences thru short excursions / activities

• Culinary experiences

• Finnish sauna interests in the US

• Train or visa free cruises from Finland to Russia

• Extensions from Russia to Lake Saimaa region

• Self drive packages in Lake Saimaa region, extension to St. Petersburg by train

• Special interest groups? Culture, sports, heritage
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Lake Saimaa 



OPPORTUNITIES & DEVELOPMENT

Which services are suitable for high end travelers?

• Service design (small things matter) 

• Understand the travelers mindset – end customer perspective – customer
journey

• Empathy is as important as inspiration in message strategy right now

• Marketing 

• Make sure your website and social media channels are up-to-date

• Use native english language proof readers or translators

• Health & safety protocols, information about healthcare
facilities

• Sustainable and responsible solutions must be well
communicated

• Special groups, children

• Flexible cancellation policies are IMPORTANT

• Big picture – short term, mid term, long term strategies
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Tertti Manor



QUESTIONS? 



THANK YOU!
Heli Mende

Head of Visit Finland North America

heli.mende@businessfinland.fi


